Cluster Summary Report – 2015 Post Conference

Cluster Name: __________________________
Cluster Steering Committee Member: _________________________

Common Goals or Themes (if any):
Seek new steering committee members that represent all regions
Get members more actively involved using emails/listserv communication

Individual Goals and Progress to Completion for each CIG:

C/IG: __Large Universities___________________________
• Complete benchmarking project to identify organizational structure of advising at large universities and make available on NACADA website
• Draft benchmarking survey and distribute to representatives of large universities
• Actively utilize interest group listserv to connect advisors at peer institutions
• Email large university IG listserv to announce when benchmarking results are available and to share quarterly announcements

C/IG: __Small Colleges and Universities____________
• Increase SCUC member awareness of NACADA scholarly options
• Share “successful practices” amongst commission members
• Collaborate with other commissions
• Increase membership in Facebook page and Twitter
• PDF version of monograph with new articles published on SCUC site.
• Recruit authors
• Get members from various institutions actively involved
• Active steering committee

C/IG: __Two-Year Colleges__________________________
• Six of the ten regional conferences will have a Two-Year Colleges roundtable discussion facilitated by Commission members
• Current steering committee members will recruit new steering committee members from their professional networks.
• Create a commission wide email to recruit new steering committee members
• 2016 Annual Conferences presentation proposals submitted by persons from a two-year college will increase by 10% from the 2014 Annual Conference.
• Each NACADA Region will be represented on the commission steering committee

C/IG: ________________________________
What support is needed for your cluster from the Division Reps or EO?
Distribute survey, emails, and correspondence from C/IG through EO
Make completed survey results from Large Universities available on NACADA website to be used as a resource
Assist with concept for small college monograph
Two- year colleges commission would like EO to compare presentation proposal data from 2014 to presentation proposal data from 2016

Additional Items of Note:
SCUC would like to have their commission meeting to be placed on day one of the conference